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Machine learning on Amazon SageMaker and Kubernetes
This document provides a deep dive into how you can use Amazon SageMaker for machine
learning (ML) and Kubernetes for orchestration and pipelines. It describes a typical ML
workflow, and discusses how Kubernetes customers can train and deploy models in Amazon
SageMaker to get the best of both worlds: a fully managed ML platform for data scientists and
orchestration from Kubernetes for DevOps teams. The document also compares this approach
with DIY Kubernetes.

Machine learning workflow
The ML workflow consists of sourcing and preparing data, building ML models, training and
evaluating these models, deploying them to production, and ongoing post-production
monitoring. Within this workflow, there are many iterative steps in which ML developers have
to collaborate in teams. After you build a model, you have to find appropriate values for
thousands of parameters to train and optimize it. Developer teams obtain these values through
trial and error by iterating over hundreds of experiments. Additionally, these teams often build
dozens of different models to find the model (or set of models) that best solves a business
problem, and each model has an associated set of ML artifacts (such as training data).
After you deploy a model to production, the quality of its predictions can degrade over time for
a variety of reasons, such as changes in the nature of the data or the introduction of new
factors to consider while making predictions. Hence, you need to monitor deployed models
continuously, and if your prediction accuracy falls below a threshold, you have to re-iterate
through the cycle of collecting appropriate data, training and evaluating the model, and
deploying it.
Additionally, ML models can sometimes make incorrect predictions because they are inherently
probabilistic. Therefore, in certain scenarios, a human may need to examine predictions of ML
models. For example, financial customers often use ML models to evaluate loan applications. If
the model rejects an application, a human may need to re-evaluate the application to make
sure that the rejection complies with government regulations.
Therefore, supporting the ML workflow requires capabilities along four dimensions. This is true
whether you desire a fully-managed solution or prefer to build and maintain your own ML
platform. These four dimensions are as follows:
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Infrastructure – The deployment and operation of high performance and cost-effective
compute infrastructure that is highly available, reliable, and secure.
Optimization – Performance and cost optimizations on the ML software stack.
Security and Compliance – The ongoing work required for the ML software stack to
comply with appropriate security and regulatory requirements.
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Tools – A set of tools to efficiently manage the ML workflow and make data scientists
more productive with activities such as collaboration, experiment management,
debugging, and model monitoring.

Machine learning workflow and Amazon SageMaker
Amazon SageMaker is a fully managed service that is designed and optimized specifically for
this ML workflow, providing compelling value and productivity along all four dimensions.
Infrastructure
Amazon SageMaker removes the undifferentiated heavy lifting of infrastructure management
and eliminates the need to invest in IT and DevOps to manage clusters for ML model building,
training, and inference. Compute resources are only provisioned when requested, scaled as
needed, and shut down automatically when jobs complete (that is, serverless), thus providing
near 100% utilization.
Platform teams currently monitor and optimize resource utilization for ML, but most would
prefer to eliminate this investment and have data scientists use a service that efficiently
manages their compute resources. This investment and operational overhead increases as the
scale and complexity of ML workflows increases, especially for distributed training on a cluster
of GPU instances.
Optimization
Amazon SageMaker implements many performance and cost optimizations, such as
optimizations for distributed training, inference latency, Spot training, and multi-model
endpoints. Due to Amazon SageMaker’s managed nature, you get these optimizations out-ofthe-box.
When you create a training job using ML frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, or MXNet,
Amazon SageMaker provides the latest version of open-source ML software, which is optimized
for performance and cost on AWS with no additional tuning required. When you create an
endpoint, Amazon SageMaker provides an optimized model hosting service that is designed for
scale and production. With multi-model endpoints, Amazon SageMaker provides a costeffective mechanism for deploying ML models at scale by packing multiple models for inference
on to a single endpoint, and dynamically serving requests by invoking the appropriate model.
For example, with medium-sized models averaging less than 1.5 GB and with an ml.m4.4xlarge
instance, you can serve more than 50 models from a single endpoint, which effectively reduces
the cost of deployment from 50 to just 1 endpoint.
Amazon SageMaker offers further cost optimizations through load-balancing model availability
based on traffic to models. You may have a long tail of models, which you access infrequently,
and the actual number of models deployed per endpoint could easily scale up to the order of
thousands of models per endpoint. All this replaces several months of effort by an experienced
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team of platform or DevOps engineers to optimize infrastructure for model serving at scale for
a variety of modes (such as real time, batch, and streaming).
Security and Compliance
Amazon SageMaker provides high availability, reliability, and security of the resources; provides
HIPAA, SOC, GDPR, and FedRamp compliance; and provides end-end encryption of data at rest
and transit for all ML workflows. You can use Amazon SageMaker-specific condition keys to
enforce best practices and compliance requirements. This includes encryption of data and
storage volumes, network isolation, and controlled access to Amazon SageMaker resources. For
example, to regulate usage (and manage costs), you can restrict the instance types that your
users can select when using Amazon SageMaker. Amazon SageMaker also provides automated
patching of endpoints and instances for security vulnerabilities.
Tools
Amazon SageMaker provides a suite of tools that makes data scientists and developers more
productive, which is valuable because ML talent is scarce and expensive. Data scientist
productivity and capacity is often the biggest bottleneck. Amazon SageMaker’s ML tools allow
you to take ML projects from experimentation to production rapidly, thereby improving time to
market, and enabling you to maximize the return on your investment with limited ML talent.
Amazon SageMaker accomplishes this in two ways.
Firstly, Amazon SageMaker empowers developers and data scientists to build models and
iterate faster with automatic model tuning, shareable notebooks, GitHub integration, creation
of distributed training jobs from Jupyter notebooks, model debugging, and experiment tracking.
Amazon SageMaker also provides fast, accurate, and low-cost data labeling via Amazon
SageMaker Ground Truth.
Secondly, Amazon SageMaker accelerates the ML workflow into production with 1-click model
deployment-to-production from Jupyter Notebooks, creating endpoints with A/B testing,
automatic scaling, drift detection, and model monitoring, which monitors the quality of model
predictions and alerts users if it falls below a threshold. These features make ML practitioners
two to three times more productive.

Amazon SageMaker, Kubernetes, and Kubeflow
Kubernetes (K8s) is an open-source system that automates the deployment, scaling, and
management of containerized applications. Unlike Amazon SageMaker, which is a purpose-built
managed platform for ML, K8s is a general-purpose container orchestration system that is used
for a wide variety of applications. Kubernetes customers have told us that they want data
scientists to use fully managed ML services in Amazon SageMaker, but they want platform and
infrastructure teams to continue using Kubernetes for orchestration and managing pipelines. To
address this need, AWS allows you to train, tune, and deploy models in Amazon SageMaker by
using new Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes, a custom resource definition (CRD) in
K8s that extends the Kubernetes API. With Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes, you
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can access fully managed Amazon SageMaker ML tools and optimizations natively from
Kubernetes, specifically K8s operators for model training, hyperparameter optimization, realtime inference, and batch inference. The diagram below shows how you can invoke SageMaker
from your Kubernetes command-line interface using ‘kubectl’ to orchestrate ML workloads that
execute in SageMaker.

Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes eliminate the need to manually manage and
optimize your ML infrastructure in K8s and preserve control of your overall orchestration
through K8s. This approach benefits data science and development teams with increased
productivity via Amazon SageMaker’s visual workbench and feature depth in building, training,
debugging, and deploying models to production, while platform and DevOps engineering teams
can continue to manage, scale, and monitor applications in K8s. For these reasons, customers
such as Lyft and Zalando have chosen to leverage both Amazon SageMaker and Kubernetes in
their machine learning workflows.

“With Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes, we can easily
integrate Flyte with AWS's managed services for building, training, tuning,
deploying, and monitoring machine learning models. Amazon SageMaker
is a welcome addition to the Flyte ecosystem, delivering a cutting-edge
managed ML development environment, with built-in support for
hyperparameter tuning, all running on proven AWS infrastructure.”
“With SageMaker Kubernetes operators, we now get the best of both
worlds: we can manage pipelines and orchestration from Kubernetes
while data scientists benefit from a fully managed service for building,
training, and deploying machine learning models. SageMaker Kubernetes
operators enable us to leverage our investments in CI/CD, automation, and
orchestration from our Kubernetes platform without managing
infrastructure and tooling for machine learning.”
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Bringing Amazon SageMaker to Kubernetes via Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes
has advantages over using DIY ML on Kubernetes. Given that most data scientists are unfamiliar
with writing configs, creating containers, managing K8s clusters, and using K8s command line
tools, you would require platform and DevOps resources to help set up, manage, and monitor
infrastructure and services in your K8s cluster. This creates two challenges. Firstly, data
scientists need to learn how to use containers and Kubernetes, and still need support from
DevOps and platform engineering teams who can manage, scale, and optimize K8s clusters for
their ML workflows. Secondly, the data science and IT support teams need to be tightly coupled
for the IT support to scale up or down based on the lifecycle of different ML projects, which is
hard to achieve. The following Kubernetes customers have told us about both of these
challenges:
Our data science team doesn’t have dedicated cloud engineers. We’re data
scientists and ML engineers and we have a limited budget to spend on
containerizing things and doing infra work. We use Kubernetes because we have
to, not because we’re experts or we enjoy it.
Kubernetes is insurance that our stack is portable [across cloud providers]. We’ve
been able to demonstrate usage across AWS, Azure, and GCP. We don’t need ML
workflow components to run in Kubernetes. We want ML components to reach
out and do training and serving as performantly and cost-effectively as possible.
We then want to control the orchestration and pipeline of these training and
inference components from Kubernetes.
It’s a lot of work to run ML jobs manually on our Kubernetes cluster. Data
scientists get overwhelmed with containers and Kubernetes, which requires
hands-on engineering resources for each project. We ultimately want to bring
best engineering practices around CI/CD and pipelines in Kubernetes, while data
scientists work in a friendlier environment and resources are managed for us.
Ultimately, customers have told us they are using or considering using Kubernetes for their ML
Workflow because it gives them control over orchestration and keeps their infrastructure
portable across cloud providers and on-premise resources. However, they would still prefer to
use a managed platform for ML so that their data scientists are most productive. For these
customers, it is clear that the value and benefit of K8s for ML is in increased portability and
control for dev-ops and platform teams, and not increased data scientist productivity or better
infrastructure management for ML. Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes address
these specific customer needs by enabling data scientists to use the ML tooling that SageMaker
provides, while underneath their IT infrastructure uses Kubernetes to invoke the ML platform.
Amazon SageMaker allows data scientists to build, train, and deploy models from environments
they are already familiar with and enjoy using, without requiring support from engineering
teams to manage ML infrastructure, optimizations, security/compliance, or tools. In addition,
Amazon SageMaker enhances data scientist productivity by offering new ML tooling to enable
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notebook sharing, experiment tracking, model debugging, and drift detection and model
monitoring.
For those who prefer to build and manage an ML platform while integrating open-source ML
tools, Amazon EKS provides a fully managed, production-ready environment for deploying and
scaling containerized applications on Kubernetes. AWS has launched AWS Deep Learning
Containers for TensorFlow, PyTorch, and MXNet to bring optimized and validated ML
frameworks to Kubernetes. AWS has also contributed upstream to the Kubernetes Autoscaler
project to improve the efficiency of scaling infrastructure for model training and inference.
Finally, AWS has added support for EFS and FSx, CSI drivers on EKS to enable high-performance
data access for distributed training. In addition, EKS managed nodes groups make it easier to
manage your own ML infrastructure in EKS.
If you are building and maintaining an ML platform on Kubernetes, you also need to provide ML
tools for data scientists, secure the software stack, enforce compliance with relevant standards,
and provide high availability and reliability for infrastructure and services. Due to these and
other factors, the total cost of ownership (TCO) of Amazon SageMaker is over 54% lower than
DIY ML platforms on Kubernetes over three years for teams of all sizes. For example, over three
years, a small team of five data scientists can expect a 96% lower TCO using Amazon SageMaker
versus building and maintaining an ML platform using EKS. Medium-sized teams of 15 data
scientists can expect 90% lower TCO with Amazon SageMaker, large teams of 50 data scientists
can expect 65% lower TCO compared to EKS, and even larger teams of 250 data scientists can
expect 54% lower TCO compared to EKS on AWS over three years.
The following table provides a summary of what you get out-of-the-box with Amazon
SageMaker and what you would need to build and maintain with EKS for ML infrastructure,
optimization, security and compliance, and tools to achieve this same level of service. In the
table, Yes indicates a fully managed solution, No indicates that the solution is not possible
without investing in building custom software from scratch, and Self-managed OSS
indicates a situation in which an open-source version of the solution exists, but requires you to
invest into management outside of direct usage of such OSS software.
Capabilities
One-click training with fully managed distributed clusters

Amazon
SageMaker
Yes

EKS + Kubeflow
Self-managed OSS

Fully managed hosting with auto-scaling of endpoints

Yes

Self-managed OSS

High availability for online inference through Multi-AZ
support

Yes

Yes

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Yes

No

Server-less inference on large, batch workloads
High-performance I/O streaming through support of Pipe
mode and FSx for Lustre.
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Ongoing addition of ML workload-optimized instances

Yes

Yes

In scope for multiple compliance regimes: PCI, HIPAA, GDPR,
SOC, ISO, FedRAMP (Q4 2019)
Yes

Self-managed OSS

Automatic and regular security updates for inference
endpoints

Yes

No

Enterprise-grade security support, such as encryption at rest
and transit, VPC, AWS PrivateLink, network isolation, Tagbased access control, IAM condition keys, and AWS CloudTrail Yes

No

Optimized deep learning frameworks

Yes

Yes

Built-in, high-performance algorithms
Up to 90% cost reduction with managed Spot training
Elastic inference accelerators to improve interference
performance at lower costs

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

Multi-model endpoints enable you to deploy hundreds of
models behind a single inference endpoint

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Notebooks for authoring models

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Ability to easily search entities and attributes in the ML
workflow

Yes

No

Sequentially process inference data with serial inference
pipeline

Yes

No

Optimize model to run in the cloud or at the edge

Yes

No

Automated labeling of training data

Yes

No

ML workflows orchestration

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Support for reinforcement learning

Yes

No

Automatic model tuning and hyperparameter optimization

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Incremental model training and model tuning to iterate faster Yes

No

Allow management of experiments and trials

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Debugging of deep learning models
Monitoring of models in productions, for feature drift and
accuracy drop

Yes

No

Yes

No

Automated ML for tabular data

Yes

No

Support for analytics jobs (built-in Apache Spark support)

Yes

Self-managed OSS

Allow humans in the inference loop

Yes

No
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Improve ML scientist productivity through a collaborative
visual workbench

Yes

No

An example of a self-managed approach is hyperparameter optimization (HPO). In the selfmanaged space, you can pick an open-source Katib library to perform HPO. However, doing so
requires you to perform installations and updates to the latest versions, and continuously
monitor and address failure modes of the library. Additionally, bringing in an unmanaged OSS
library requires additional investment into compliance and security verifications, both initially
and with every update. In the case of Amazon SageMaker HPO, you only have to focus on
providing ML-related input (such as hyperparameter ranges) and pick the best model output
when the HPO job is complete.

Summary
The ML workflow requires infrastructure support along four vectors—infrastructure,
optimization, security and compliance, and tools—which Amazon SageMaker is purpose-built to
solve at scale. Kubernetes offers platform and DevOps engineering teams portability and
control over orchestration, but doesn’t meet data scientist needs to address the ML workflow.
To give you the best of both worlds, Amazon SageMaker has built Amazon SageMaker
Operators for Kubernetes, which allows you to use managed services for ML without giving up
the portability and control offered by Kubernetes.
For those who prefer building and managing your own ML infrastructure and platform, AWS
provides optimized training and inference images with AWS Deep Learning Containers so that
you can continue to get a great experience on EKS and EC2.
For many, investing in building and managing ML infrastructure does not add value to your
business. Given the significant TCO benefits of using a managed service for ML, you benefit
from using managed ML infrastructure to build ML solutions for your customers. You get the
best experience for building, training, and deploying ML models from Kubernetes by using
Amazon SageMaker Operators for Kubernetes.
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